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 SCRIPTURE  |  A deep sense of awe came over them all,  and the apostles performed many miraculous 
 signs and wonders.  Acts 2:43 NLT 
 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

 1.  What issue did farmer Bukunmi have? 

 (The water to her farm was stopped because it was impure or bad) 

 2.  How did God make the water good again? 

 (When Thomas and Cassidy added salt, God made it good again) 

 3.  In the story in 2 Kings, God promised to make the water good again and he did because 
 God always keeps his word.  Can you think of a time where God answered your prayer? 

 (Could be a time when someone was sick, having trouble at school, having trouble with a 
 sibling, etc.) 

 4.  What are you praying to God for right now? 

 (Encourage the kids to really think about this, every kid should answer) 

 LET’S HAVE FUN | Pick Up Sticks 
 RULES:The object of the game is to be the first player to reach 500 points! One player holds all the 
 sticks vertically then drops all the sticks on the floor. Now, players take turns picking up the sticks 
 one by one. The only stick that is allowed to move is the one the player is trying to pick up. If any 
 other stick moves, that player’s turn is over and the next player goes. 

 The next player may continue to pick up the remaining sticks or they may choose to begin again by 
 gathering up all the sticks vertically and dropping them on the table. If a player is successful in 
 picking up the black stick, called the master stick, that player is permitted to use that stick for 
 moving other sticks. For example, to separate 2 sticks that are lying close together. 

 If a player successfully picks up all the sticks, that player begins again, and continues to play until 
 they lose their turn. As each player finishes a turn, add up their points as follows: Yellow=1 point 
 each, Green = 2, Blue 5, Red= 10, Black= 25 points. There is also a bonus for picking up a red, blue, 
 then green stick, in that order; if you do then you score double the points for those sticks. The first 
 player to reach the required number of points is the winner!!! 

 ENDING 
 After  you  are  told  there  is  one  minute,  PRAY  and  wait  to  be  called  to  line  up!  Make  sure  that  all  of 
 your kids are safely transitioning between classrooms and every single one is accounted for! 


